Overview: The Fellows
An overview of all of the fellowship projects in random order.
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Feminist Curricula

#feministcurricula #intersectionality #designeducation
Team: Maya Ober
Feminist Curricula is an open online directory of educational design initiatives that
uses feminist perspectives to explore alternative ways of learning and teaching. It is
a sister project of depatriarchise design, an intersectional, feminist design research
platform.
https://feministcurricula.org
https://depatriarchisedesign.com/
________________________________________________________________

Dark Matters Database

#healthequity #healthadvocacy #darkmatters
Team: Imogen Malpas
The Dark Matters Database is a collaborative online portal documenting under-publicised illness presentations in Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC). It is
built on crowdsourced symptom information in the form of text and/or images from
anonymous submitters of colour around the world and will serve as a diagnostic aid
for clinicians and a self-advocacy tool for BIPOC.
________________________________________________________________

Networks of Trust

#CommunityBuilding #PossibleFutures #NetworksOfTrust
Team: Kyriaki Goni
Networks of Trust is an offline network running on IPFS, which hosts stories about
tech, population movements and the climate crisis. It proposes fiction as a method
for building community, understanding the present moment and envisioning possible
futures.
https://archipelago2092.xyz

Beyond the Green

#beyondthegreen #queerjournalists #feministmedia
Team: Camila Nobrega
Beyond the Green is a journalistic experimental project which explores feminist narratives about megaprojects that affect our lives, bodies, and territories. It combines
investigative journalism, academic knowledge and artistic languages together in a
documentary process with the aim of unveiling power dynamics in an increasingly
digital world. It aims to strengthen narratives around social-environmental justice.
_______________________________________________________________

Algorithms of Late Capitalism: the card game
#AI #Game #VisionaryFiction
Team: Karla Zavala Barreda & Adriaan Odendaal

Our project is a community co-designed critical card game that induces players to
reflect on the absurdities of our technological present and imagine futures that are
more fair.
https://algorithmsoflatecapitalism.tumblr.com/
https://internetteapot.com/
_______________________________________________________________

Building tech resilience against domestic abuse in Italy
#FeministTech #GenderBasedViolence #DigitalSelfDefence
Team: Elena Silvestrini, Silvia Di Cesare, Claudia Fratangeli

Chayn Italia is an intersectional feminist tech project for survivors of domestic abuse
and frontline workers across Italy. The purpose of this project is to develop resources
and run training sessions on the dual nature of tech, which can enable abuse but also
be a tool for defence, resilience and positive connection.
http://chaynitalia.org
https://www.facebook.com/chaynitalia
www.instagram.com/chayn_italia

La banlieue du Turfu

#enchantment #turfu #cocreation
Team: Makan Fofana & Hugo Pilate
Turfu is French slang for the future. The aim of this project is to create speculative
futures for the French banlieues (suburbs) which counter the prevailing narratives of
pessimism and deprivation. Not only are these misconceptions misleading, they stand
in the way of the reinvention and reinvigoration of these urban neighbourhoods.
https://gaite-lyrique.net/evenement/sur-les-traces-de-la-banlieue-du-turfu
______________________________________________________________

HammamRadio

#feminism #grassroots #participation
Team: Abir Ghattas
HammamRadio is a feminist participatory online radio, launched from Berlin. It is a
space where womxn, trans and queer folks organise, educate and carve out space to
disrupt mainstream narratives.
https://hammamradio.com
https://instagram.com/hammamradio
https://twitter.com/hammamradio
________________________________________________________________

OUSA Collective

#Illustration #socialchange #artivism
Team: Ana Filipa Maceira and Irem Kurt
OUSA is an intersectional digital platform for marginalised and migrant perspectives.
We raise awareness of inequity and discrimination by creating new forms of collaboration and sparking creative exchange. OUSA is welcome to everyone with a respectful, open and creative mind.
https://www.instagram.com/ousa.collective/

[multi’vocal]

Team: Frederik Tollund Juutilainen, Mads Pelt, Stina Hasse, Alice Baird and Nina
Cecilie Højholdt
[multi’vocal] works towards an alternative future for digital voice-assistants by creating performative synthetic voices that can present with more than one age, gender
and geographic origin.
https://multivocal.org
______________________________________________________________

Syb: Queering voice AI

#feministinternet #queeringvoiceai #syb
Team: Feminist Internet & Cami Rincòn
Syb is a voice interface designed by and for trans people which connects users to
media created by the trans community. The project was developed through a participatory design process with a team of trans and non-binary people.
http://syb.feministchatbot.com
_______________________________________________________________

Just Wondering

#AnimatedEssays #ClimateJustice #PosthumanistPhilosophy
Team: Maria Martelli, Aron Nor, Mina Mimosa
We create animated essays that take radical and critical approaches to the current
status quo in order to move people to feel differently, inspire them to imagine and to
reflect on complex subjects. By transforming academic knowledge into an audio-visual experience, Just Wondering makes contemporary ideas from philosophy and
sociology more accessible.
https://www.justwondering.io
https://www.youtube.com/c/justwondering
https://twitter.com/justwonderingyt
https://www.facebook.com/justwonderingyt

